NATURAL SOLV
Description:

New Technological breakthrough that has replaced hazardous chlorinated solvents. This
new patented formula can be safely used in dip tanks, and parts cleaners as well as
electric motors, steel coils, tin coils, steel wire rope, tools, printing presses, concrete and
dumpsters. NATURAL SOLV has high dielectric strength of 25,000 volts, high flash
point of 144° and will effectively clean grease, tar, adhesives, creosote, rubber burns,
sludge and carbon.

Features:

Non-Chlorinated/Non-Water Soluable/Non-CFC’s Solvent, Environmentally Friendly,
144° F Flash Point, and 25,000 Volt Dielectric Strength.

Benefits:

Contains no ozone depleting solvents, dries without leaving a residue, safer than
flammable solvents, allows safe and complete energized degreasing.

Specifications:
Color
Viscosity
Flash Point
Dielectric Strength
Degreasing
Evaporation Rate
Non-Chlorinated
Non-Fluorinated
Shelf Life
Specific Gravity
Density
Odor

Uses:

Clear
Water Thin
144° F
25,000 Volts
Excellent
N/E
Yes
Yes
1 year minimum in original unopened container.
.767
7.32 lbs/gal.
Citrus

Concentrated safety solvent for degreasing mechanical equipment, electric motors,
electrical generators, tools, machinery parts and metallic surfaces. Natural Solv removes
oil deposits, grease and dirt. It can be used by brushing, wiping, spraying or through a dip
tank operation.

Directions:
GENERAL: Apply by brushing, wiping or dip tank. Agitate to loosen soil and wipe
clean or allow to air dry.
SOAK TANK CLEANING: Immerse parts to be cleaned and allow to soak. Remove
parts and wipe or blow dry.
ELECTRICAL MOTORS: For large motors, spray directly into motor until clean.
Blow motor dry with air and lubricate promptly. Small motors may be cleaned without
disassembly by running submerged in a tank of solvent, removing and blowing dry.
Bearings should be greased and oilers refilled.

Authorization and Safety:
WARNING: Harmful if swallowed. Avoid prolonged breathing of vapors. Keep out
of reach of children. Avoid eye contact. Do not ingest.

FOR EYES: Flush thoroughly with water for 15 minutes. Get medical aid.
FOR INGESTION: Do not induce vomiting, give large quantities of water. Get medical
aid immediately.
FOR SKIN: Remove contaminated clothing and wash skin thoroughly with soap
and water.

NOTE: Do not heat the product. Do not mix with water or other solvents. Avoid contact with open flame
or hot surfaces. Provide adequate ventilation and avoid prolonged breathing of vapors. Pre-test on plastic
and painted surfaces.

